Energy of elementary excitations [E(Q)] and the anomalous nature of small Q phonons in He − II are studied by using our macro-orbital microscopic theory of a system of interacting bosons (cond-mat/0606571). It is observed that: (i) the experimental E(Q) = E(Q) exp of He − II not only agrees with our theoretical relation, E(Q) =h 2 Q 2 /4mS(Q), but also supports an important conclusion of Price that S(0) should have zero value for quantum fluids, and (ii) Feynman's energy of excitations E(Q) F yn =h 2 Q 2 /2mS(Q) equals ≈ 2E(Q) exp even at low Q. Three problems with the Feynman's inference that E(Q) F yn has good agreement with E(Q) Exp at low Q are identified. It is argued that the theory can also be used to understand similar spectrum of the BEC state of a dilute gas reported by O'Dell et. al.
Introduction

Elementary excitations of Liquid
4 He, -a typical system of interacting bosons (SIB), have been a subject of extensive theoretical and experimental investigation which have been elegantly reviewed in [1] . While experimental studies, performed under different physical conditions, are reported in [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , development of their microscopic understanding started with Feynman [10] who obtained
where E(Q) and S(Q), respectively, represent the energy of excitations and structure factor of the system at wave vector Q. Guided by the observation, that E(Q) F yn has close agreement with experimental E(Q)[= E(Q) exp ] of He − II at low Q and equals ≈ 2E(Q) exp at high Q, Feynman and Cohen [11] used the phenomenon of back flow to obtain a relation of better agreement with E(Q) exp but the difference at higher Q could not be reduced to desired level. Consequently, several researchers [12] [13] [14] used different mathematical tools and computational techniques to find better agreement between theory and experiments. Using macro-orbital representation of a particle in a many body system [15], we developed the long awaited microscopic theory of a SIB [16] that explains the properties of liquid 4 He with unparalleled simplicity, clarity and accuracy. Clubbing Feynman's approach of concluding Eqn. 1 with macro-orbitals, we obtained [16] 
This paper compares Eqn. 2 with E(Q) exp of He − II and identifies important aspects of an effective S(Q) to be used in this equation. In addition, it also analyzes the basic factors responsible for the experimentally observed anomalous nature of small Q phonons of He − II by using another important result of our theory (cf., Eqn. 5, below).
Elementary Excitations of He-II
In order to understand the spectrum of elementary excitations of He − II in terms of Eqn. 2, we use S(Q) exp and E(Q) exp compiled by Donnelly and Barenghi [17] . Appendix I reproduces required S(Q) exp and E(Q) exp data for ready reference (cf. columns 2 and 5, respectively). Using S(Q) = S(Q) exp in Eqn. 2, we obtain
which are tabulated in Column 6 of Appendix I and plotted as curve 'Eqn-3' in Figure 1 where E(Q) exp is also plotted as curve 'Exp' for comparison. We find that E(Q) mo does not have (i) desired level of agreement with E(Q) exp [the ∆E(Q) = E(Q) exp −E(Q) mo is as large as ≈ E(Q) mo at Q ≈ 0.35Å −1 (cf. Appendix I) and the ratio, R = E(Q) exp /E(Q) mo tends to have infinitely large value when Q → 0], (ii) agreement in the basic nature of the Q dependence of E(Q) exp (∝ Q) and E(Q) mo (∝ Q 2 ) and (iii) consistency with experimentally observed non-zero value (≈ 238.21m/sec) of the group velocity (V g ) and phase velocity (V p ) of low Q (0 to ≈ 0.5Å −1 ) phonons in He − II. The following analysis concludes that the absence of '(i)' to '(iii)' arises due to non-zero value [0.051] of S(0) adopted in [17] .
It is evident that E(Q) exp at low Q is basically a linear function of Q which, however, fits with Eqn. 2 only if: (a) S(0) is exactly zero, and (b) the major Q dependent term in the series expansion of S(Q) at low Q is ∝ Q. While the S(Q) exp data for He − II (cf. column 2, Appendix I and Figure 2 ) seem to satisfy '(b)' to a good approximation, but S(0) = 0.051 contradicts '(a)'. In case S(0) = 0, Eqn. 2 (under the limit Q → 0) renders E(Q) mo ∝ Q 2 concluding V g = V p = 0 at Q = 0 which are in total disagreement with experiments. Evidently, we need S(0) = 0 in place of S(0) = 0.051 adopted in [17] . In this context we underline an important theoretical inference of Price [18] which states that S(0) should be zero for a quantum fluid at zero temperature (T ). While the importance and validity of this inference have been emphasized recently by Lamacraft [19] , our theoretical inference that structural configuration of a quantum fluid at T ≤ T λ does not differ from that at T = 0 [16] implies that S(0) should be zero at all T below λ−point and this is corroborated by the experimental fact that E(Q) of He − II hardly depends on T . Evidently, correcting S(Q) exp taken from [17] , for S(0)(= 0.051), we shift the zero level of S(Q) to S(Q) = 0.051 and define S(Q) * = S(Q) exp − S(0) as the effective S(Q) that should enter in Eqn. 2 to find
as a more appropriate relation to determine E(Q) of a SIB. It is obvious that S(Q) * retains the Q dependence of S(Q) exp including its linearity in Q at low Q. We plot E(Q) * mo in Figure 1 (cf. curve 'Eqn-4') for its comparison with E(Q) exp . We note that the maximum difference in E(Q) * mo and E(Q) exp , found to be ≈ 1.8 at 1.1Å −1 , is about 13% of E(Q) exp ≈ 13.8 which compares with the fractional deviation of the recommended values of E(Q) exp and S(Q) exp [17] from their adopted database since, as reported in [17] , these deviations are as large as 3% for E(Q) exp and 10% for S(Q) exp . To this effect we also determined S(Q) ′ =h 2 Q 2 /4mE(Q) exp which when used in Eqn. 2, obviously reproduce E(Q) Exp . We tabulate S(Q) ′ in Column 3 of Appendix I with its deviation from S(Q) exp [i.e., ∆S(Q) = S(Q) exp − S(Q) ′ ] in Column 4 and plot S(Q) exp , S(Q) ′ and ∆S(Q) in Figure 2 as Curves A, B and C, respectively. We note that: (i) S(Q) exp (Curve A) and S(Q) ′ (Curve B) match closely with each other except for some differences at low Q which can be attributed to S(0) = 0.051 adopted with S(Q) exp [17] and (ii) the ∆S(Q) values (Curve C) are positive for most Q points (except for points in the small range, Q = 1.5 to 1.7Å −1 , where ∆S(Q) are negative) with average∆S(Q) ≈ 0.033 which justifies our use of S(Q) = 0.051 as the zero line of S(Q) * . A careful examination of the recommended S(Q) exp data [17] also reveals that the portion of their curve-A (Fig 2) (from
, and (c) from Q ≈ 1.5Å −1 to Q ≈ 1.9Å −1 joined smoothly with each other; this can be seen more clearly by plotting ∂ Q S(Q) exp which we have not shown here. This, naturally, implies that S(Q) exp data [17] have some systematic errors. In this context it may be noted that : In the light of what has been inferred from the preceding discussion, it is evident that E(Q) F yn [= 2E(Q) mo ] equals ≈ 2E(Q) exp values not only at high Q but at all Q if we enter S(Q) * for S(Q) in Eqn. 1. However, if we use S(Q) = S(Q) exp as compiled in [17] where S(0) = 0, E(Q) F yn shows three problems: (i) inconsistency with non-zero values of V g and V p at Q = 0 as concluded above for E(Q) mo (Eqn.3), (ii) disagreement with E(Q) exp even at low Q, and (iii) difference in the Q dependence of E(Q) exp and E(Q) F yn at low Q. To this effect we determine E(Q) F yn by using S(Q) exp for S(Q) in Eqn. 1 and compare it with E(Q) exp at few points of low Q values in Table 1 . Notably the finding, that the difference in the values of E(Q) F yn and E(Q) exp at these Q is not significantly large, has been the basis of the inference that E(Q) F yn agrees with E(Q) exp at low Q. However, a careful analysis of their relative magnitude (R = E(Q) exp /E(Q) F yn ) reveals that R at Q = 0.05Å −1 is as high as three and it is expected to be still higher for Q < 0.05 because, to a good approximation at low Q, E(Q) exp ∝ Q and E(Q) F yn ∝ Q 2 which render R to go as 1/Q with Q → 0 and hence implies that R assumes infinitely high value at Q = 0; in this context it may be noted that E(Q) F yn (Eqn. 1) goes as Q 2 at low Q when S(0) = 0. In summary E(Q) F yn either equals ≈ 2E(Q) exp at all Q if S(Q) exp data conform to S(0) = 0 or its apparent agreement with E(Q) exp at low Q as observed by Feynman is plagued with above stated three problems.
Anomalous Nature of Phonon Velocities at Low Q
The experimentally observed V g and V p of phonons in He−II are found to be increasing functions of Q as shown, respectively, by Curves E1 and E2 in Figure 3 ; in this context it may be mentioned that experimental V g are taken from [20] , while V p = E(Q)/Q are obtained from experimental E(Q) taken from [17] . It is evident that this nature of V g and V p , limited to small Q, is opposite to the normal trend of V g and V p of phonons in crystals. Various studies of this anomalous character of phonons in He − II has been reviewed by Sridhar [21] . In this section we examine how this could be understood in the framework of our microscopic theory [16] . However, to this effect we do not use our E(Q) * mo data which do not have the required level of accuracy due to different possible errors in S(Q) exp used in Eqn. 4 . In stead we use another result of our theory which concludes that the excitations in He − II type SIB for a large range of Q < Q rot (the roton wave vector) can be identified as the phonons (longitudinal acoustic modes) of a chain of identical atoms (a kind of 1-D crystal) presumed to interact through nearest neighbor interaction. In exact agreement with experiments, one expects only a single phonon branch of longitudinal modes because the liquid 4 He is an isotropic system where atoms experience no shear force to sustain transverse modes. In addition as argued in [16] , phonons in this chain can have anomalous nature at small Q if its parameters (viz. nearest neighbor interaction constant C and nearest neighbor distance d) in its phonon excitation state differ from those in its ground state and this difference increases with increasing Q. This can happen the way moments of inertia (i.e., the structural parameters of a molecule) in rotationally excited state differ from those in the ground state and the difference increases with increasing energy of rotational excitation. Evidently, the phonon dispersion ω(Q) = E(Q)/h of the assumed chain of 4 He atoms in He − II can be obtained from
where C ≡ C(Q) and d ≡ d(Q) are assumed to be smoothly varying functions of Q. It may be argued that C(Q) should increase and d(Q) should decrease with Q. We note that the particles, having increased energy under a phonon excitation, have smaller quantum size leading them to come closer to each other which, obviously, means that d(Q) ≤ d(0) and C(Q) ≥ C(0) and they should, respectively, be the decreasing and increasing functions of Q. However, since the explicit Q dependence of C(Q) and d(Q) is not known we assume
and Figure 3 can be set by using T≡ theoretical, E≡ experimental, 1≡ V g , and 2≡ V p . The relations (Eqns. 6 and 7) are so assumed to ensure smooth variation of C(Q) and d(Q) from Q = 0 to Q > Q max (maxon wave vector) with no discontinuity even in their first Q derivative at Q max beyond which they become Q independent with d(Q ≥ Q max ) = d(Q max ) and C(Q ≥ Q max ) = C(Q max ). For He − II, we fix C(0), C ′ , d(0) and d ′ empirically by using certain experimental data. For example d(0) = 3.5787Å is fixed by using He − II density = 0.1450gm/cc [22] , while fixation of C(0) = 3.0554dyne/cm uses Q = 0 phonon velocity = 238.21 m/sec. Similarly, the smallest
is equated to the hard core size (σ) of particles since two particles can not have d < σ. We obtained σ = 2.8293Å for 4 He atoms by assuming that phonon energy for the chain having d = σ should have its maximum at Q = Q max which equals 1.11Å −1 for He − II and this means that σ = π/1.11Å −1 and d ′ = 0.7484Å. Likewise we use E(Q max ) = 13.92K [8] and d(Q max ) = σ to fix highest C(Q)[= C(0) + C ′ ] = 5.6071dyne/cm and C ′ = 3.5517dyne/cm. This concludes that Eqns. 6 and 7 can help in determining C(Q) and d(Q) to obtain E(Q) at any Q ranging from Q = 0 to Q = Q max . To obtain E(Q > Q max ), it is assumed that the chain parameters for Q ≥ Q max do not differ from C(Q max ) = 5.6071 and d = σ. Using Eqns. 6 and 7 in Eqn. 5, we calculated E(Q), V g and V p . While E(Q) so obtained is tabulated as E(Q) eq5 in column 8 of Appendix I, V g and V p are tabulated in Table 2 (cf., columns 2 and 4, respectively). We plot our theoretical V g and V p in Figure 3 (cf. Curves T1 and T2, respectively) along with their experimental values (cf. Curves E1 and E2, respectively). It is important to note that our theoretical V g and V p exhibit anomalous nature of phonons as shown by experiments and their values match closely with experimental values. While a maximum quantitative difference of ≈ 5% for V g and ≈ 3% for V p is not very significant but a qualitative difference in the nature of their variation near Q ≈ 0 indicates that the present choice of the Q dependence of C(Q) and d(Q) (Eqns. 6 and 7) need to be replaced by a better choice. We hope to find the desired choice in our future course of studies.
We plot our theoretical E(Q) eq5 (cf. column 8 of Appendix I), obtained from Eqn. 5, in Figure 4 (Curve A) along with a plot of E(Q) exp (Curve B). The fact that these two E(Q) match very closely for all Q ranging from Q = 0 to Q close to Q rot implies that E(Q) exp of He − II over this range can, really, be accounted for by the phonons of a chain of identical atoms clubbed with what we may call as 'final state effect'. Interestingly, recasting Eqn. 4 as
one may identify that the excitations of a SIB like liquid 4 He are nothing but the motions of a single particle whose mass changes with Q as m * ≈ 2m[S(Q) exp − S(Q = 0)] which can be known as effective mass. We note that m * for He − II changes from m * = 0 at Q = 0 to m * ≈ m for Q >> Q p (the lowest Q of plateau modes) through its maximum value of ≈ 2.74m for Q ≈ Q rot which falls close to the Q of the peak in S(Q). However, in the light an excellent agreement between E(Q) eq5 and E(Q) exp (Figure 4 ), it will be more appropriate to state that excitations in liquid 4 He are : (i) phonon like for Q ≤ 2π/d, (ii) phonon dressed single particle motions for 2π/d ≤ Q ≤ Q p , and (iii) an almost free single particle motion for Q > Q p ; note that Q = 2π/d and Q = Q p should not be considered as sharply dividing Q points of the three ranges. It may be argued that this shift in the nature of the excitations arises from the facts that: (i) particles in liquid 4 He type SIB do not have fixed locations like those in solids; in spite of their nearly localized positions, they remain free to move in order of their locations, (ii) the excitation wave length λ ex for Q > 2π/d becomes shorter than d implying that the energy and momentum of the excitation can be carried by a single particle, and (iii) a particle of λ ex < σ (i.e., Q > 2π/σ), can be expected to behave almost like a free particle since it does not have any wave superposition even with its nearest neighbor.
Concluding Remarks
The energy of elementary thermal excitations of liquid helium-4 obtained by using E(Q) =h 2 Q 2 /4mS(Q) (concluded from our recent microscopic theory of a SIB [16] ) matches closely with E(Q) exp of He − II when S(Q) data set used for this purpose conforms to S(0) = 0 which is concluded to be an important aspect of a superfluid at T = 0 [18] ; interestingly, an important conclusion of our theory [16] that the relative configuration of particles in the superfluid state of a SIB is independent of T implies that S(0) = 0 should be valid for all T ≤ T λ and this is corroborated by the fact that E(Q) exp of He−II hardly change with T . Our theory also explains the anomalous nature of low Q phonons in He − II. Since the excitation spectrum of Bose condensed dilute gases too is found to be qualitatively identical to that of He−II [23] , our theory can similarly explain the related properties of BEC state of such gases. We note that He − I and He − II as per our theory differ from each other in relation to the relative configuration of their particles whose details are discussed in [16] . However, the important difference of He − I and He − II which affects E(Q) can be identified with the collisional motion of particles in He − I and collision-less state of particles in He − II [16] . Consequently, E(Q) of the two phases is expected to differ significantly not in the positions of their excitations but in their line-widths which should be much larger for He − I than for He − II and this agrees with experiments. In addition this study shows that: (i) E(Q) exp values of He − II are consistent with S(0) = 0 (not with S(0) = 0) and (ii) E(Q) F yn (Eqn. 1) either equals ≈ 2E(Q) exp at all Q if S(Q) data conform to S(0) = 0 or its apparent agreement with E(Q) exp at low Q seen for S(0) = 0 is plagued with three problems concluded in Section 2. As such all these facts provide good evidence of the accuracy of Eqn. 4 which implies that our theory provides strong foundation to understand the thermodynamic properties of a SIB. We would use our theory for a similar analysis of the hydrodynamic behavior of a SIB in our future course of studies. It should be interesting to note that our theory, for the first time, provided highly accurate account of several properties of He − II, e.g. : (i) logarithmic singularity of specific heat of He − II and related properties, (ii) quantized vortices with an appropriate answer to the question raised by Wilks [22] on the validity of Feynman's explanation for their origin, (iii) T 3 dependence of specific heat, (iv) two fluid behavior with a conclusion that each particle simultaneously participates in superfluid and normal components, (v) superfluidity of quasi 1-D and 2-D systems. 
